TI-3100 POCKET DIALER™ Dials up to 125 important numbers at the touch of a button. Even keeps you on schedule.
In this fast-paced world, you need the TI Pocket Dialer™. This compact organizer stores and dials up to 125 names and phone numbers, keeps track of appointments, has a handy clock/alarm feature and does extra duty as a calculator.

Enter up to 125 of the names, phone numbers, street addresses, flight numbers, credit card numbers and other essentials you refer to regularly. Confidential numbers can be protected by a secret password. All entries are alphabetized automatically.

Now you're set to dial any entered telephone number at the touch of just one button. Whether you’re taking notes, using a car phone or performing other tasks, you’ll appreciate the ease of having one hand completely free. You can even dial with the Pocket Dialer’s protective sliding cover in place. Other dialing features include slow dialing (half speed), last number redialing and local dialing (eliminates area code).

Pocket Dialer’s schedule mode automatically stores meetings and appointments in chronological order by date. Then set the clock/alarm mode to remind you of these appointments—even months in advance—or set it to beep on the hour. The calculator mode features a 10-digit display, 3-key memory and a color-coded keyboard. And, each mode is easy to access. Simply find the appropriate key by its picture (phone, calculator, etc.) and press it to use the special function.

So when you're pressed for time, press the Pocket Dialer for quick dialing, scheduling and calculations. What could be simpler?

**Special Features**
- Five handy modes: telephone directory, dialer, scheduler, clock/alarm and calculator.
- Stores, retrieves and dials up to 125 names and phone numbers. Dial any number with the touch of one button. Also stores addresses, birthdays, credit card numbers and other data.
- Enter up to 36 alphanumeric characters on the first line and 36 numeric characters on the second line. Scroll across to view entire line.

**Specifications**
- Display: 10-digit LCD
- Size: 5.2 x 2.9 x 0.6 inches
- Weight: 5 ounces
- Power: Lithium battery

**Limited Warranty**
The TI-3100 Pocket Dialer is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the quick reference guide accompanying the TI-3100 Pocket Dialer.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.